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The system consisting of two conduction electrons in an ionic crystal interacting with the 
polarization and elastic deformation of the crystal is considered. It is shown that the pre
vious1 conclusion about the possibility of bipolaron formation does not depend essentially on 
the approximations applied in reference 1 (variational method, classical treatment of ionic 
motion) and remains valid in a more rigorous solution. 

The effect of elastic deformation, which was not taken into account in reference 1, leads 
to an improvement in the criterion for the existence of bipolarons and an increase in their 
binding energy. The motion of bipolarons is considered and the energy of the ground state, 
effective mass, and moment of inertia are calculated. It is concluded that bipolaron states 
of the current carriers can exist in ionic crystals at sufficiently low temperatures. 

ONE of the approximations usually applied in 
polaron theory consists in neglecting the exchange 
degeneracy of the ('outer" electrons. In the adia
batic approximation2•3 or in the intermediate bind
ing approximation, 4•5 such a treatment corresponds 
to choosing a multiplicative form 

N 

The exchange forces become essential in the 
case of significant overlap of the single-electron 
wave functions. This circumstance can lead to the 
formation of polaronic quasimolecules in the ionic 
crystals that have sufficiently high values of n2 

and c. The semiclassical theory constructed by 
the author and Giterman for two conduction elec-

'ljJ (r1 ... ri . .. r N) = IT 'ljli(rt), 
i=-1 

(1) trons showed that the formation of bipolarons is 
energetically favorable in crystals with param
eters satisfying the condition n2c :::: 0.95. A bi-

for the electron part of the wave function of the polaron is a quasiparticle consisting of a self-
system; here N is the number of conduction elec- consistent state of two conduction electrons and 
trons in the crystal. the axially symmetric polarization potential well 

It is more consistent, however, to choose the which is produced by them and which binds them. 
corresponding antisymmetrized product as the The treatment in reference 1, like that used 
wave function of the many-electron system under in polaron theory, 2 relies on a straight variational 
consideration. If the overlap of the single-electron method for calculating the e.lectron part of the 
wave functions in the Fock determinant is small, wave function of the system. Because of the small 
then the multiplicative approximation is a good one. value of the calculated energy for bipolaron for
Small overlap of the single-electron functions oc- mation, it might be suspected that this value is 
curs, obviously, when the Coulomb repulsion of the due to an insufficiently good choice of the approxi
electrons (proportional to n-2, where n is the in- mate wave function in polaron theory. 
dex of refraction of the crystal) exceeds the attrac- Below it will be shown that the previous1 con-
tive force due to the interaction of each electron elusion about the possible existence of the bipo-
with the polarization produced by the remaining laron is not based essentially on the variational 
electrons (this force is proportional to c = n-2 method. The treatment carried out here differs 
-£-1, where£ is the dielectric constant), i.e., from that in the previous work in being consistently 
for sufficiently small values of the parameters quantum mechanical. Besides the interaction of the 
n2 and c. Then the average distance between con- conduction electrons with the polarization defor
duction electrons is large (in semiconductors, for mation, the interaction with the elastic deforma-
reasonable values of the concentration of conduc- tion of the crystal is also taken into account. 
tion electrons), and the exchange interaction can Translation and rotation of bipolarons are also 
be neglected. considered. 
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1. GROUND STATE OF BIPOLARON AT REST 

The Hamiltonian of the system consisting of an 
ionic crystal and two "outer" electrons can be 
written in the form 2•3•6• 7 

2 

ff = - 2"' 2J 1':1.; + 2J cL" 'Xka (r;) qka 
It i~l k, ct, i 

'' nroka ( a• ) e' + LJ -2- \ q~"- aqz + nzl r1 - r 2 J' 
k, ct ket 

(2) 

where the first term is the kinetic energy of the 
conduction electrons, the second term is their in
teraction with the polarization and elastic defor
mations of the crystal, the third is the energy of 
the ionic oscillations, and the fourth is the energy 
of electrostatic repulsion of the electrons under 
consideration; Ji. is the effective mass of the band 
electron, k = ( k1, k2, k3 ) is the index of the nor
mal mode, a is the number of the branch of the 
mode, Xka(r) = (2/V)112 sin(ka·r + 7T/4) are 
the functions used as a basis for the expansion of 
the inertial polarization P ( r) and displacement 
u ( r ) , Wka and Clka are the frequency and normal 
coordinate of the mode. 

Below, the case of an isotropic crystal is con
sidered: 

cka =- e V 4.nnroka c I I k 1- for longitudinal optical modes, 

c"'" ~-a V nook"!£ 
cka = 0 

-for longitudinal acoustic modes, 

- for transverse optical and 
acoustic modes. 

Here E = K + (%) Ji.o, where K and Ji.o are the 
bulk and shear moduli, respectively; a is the 
constant of the deformation potential. 

We seek a solution of the Schrodinger equation 
with the Hamiltonian (2) in the adiabatic approxi
mation. The main criterion for this approximation 
is the inequality2 

Thus, large values of c, for which bipolaron 
states occur (according to reference 1 and the 
results of the present work), also favor fulfill
ment of the inequality (3). 

(3) 

According to Pekar, 3 solution of the Schrodinger 
equation in the adiabatic approximation is equiva
lent to finding the minimum of the corresponding 
functional with an approximate wave function of 
the form 

1J! ( . . . r; . . . qka. ••. ) = 'iJ ( . . . r; ... ) <I> ( • . • qka . . . ) . 

Minimization with respect to <I> ( ••• Clka ... ) 
leads to the following value for the energy of the 
system: 

- nro 
H = 2J T(2nka +I) + min"J ['IJ], nka = 0, I, 2, ... ; 

ket 

J ['IJ] = * ~! v\'IJ (r1, r2) j2 dT12 

2 e •"' ( ) 'l c2 K2 + ~ ~ ., rh r, dT12 _ 2 LJ ka -ka. 
n'. I rl - rzl kct nroka ' 

K-k" =-~I'll (r1, rz) 12 'X-k (r1) dT12. (4) 

As indicated by the remarks above, the electron 
wave function of the system is sought in the form 

'iJ (r1, rz) = const · ['IJa (r1) 'ilb (rt) +'lla (rz) 'ilb (r1)l. 

The single-electron wave functions 1/Ja ( ri) and 
lfJb ( r i ) will be determined later. 

Substitution of 1/J ( r 1, r2 ) into the functional 
J [ 1/J] leads to the expression 

J ['"] _ '!:':_ R1 + SRz _L ~ Uz + U4 __ • 2 UJ + Uz + 4.Sua -i- 2S2u4 

bp "' - It 1 + s• ' n• 1 + s• · ce (1 -r S 2J" 

a2 v1 + (1 -i- 2S2) Vz + 4Sv3 

- £ (1 + S2)" 
(5) 

where 

S = ~'IJa'IJbdT, 

~ ljl~(1)1jJ~(2)d 
lll = 'tl2, 

, r12 

V1 = ~'IJ~dT, V2 = ~'IJ~'IJ~dT, V 3 = ~'IJ~'iJbdT. (6) 

We consider first the case of a crystal in which 
the ineraction between the conduction electrons and 
the elastic vibrations can be neglected (a2/E- 0 ). 
We seek 1/Ja(ri) and 1/Jb(ri) by a variational method. 
As a result of this, the calculated bipolaron energy 
will be raised somewhat. We will represent the 
approximating functions in the variational method 
in the form 

'ila (r;) = k'','P~ (kr;), 

where 1/J~(ri) and ~(ri) are the exact electron 
wave functions of a polaron and k is the varied 
parameter. The functions (7) are normalized to 
unity for all values of k. 

(7) 

Substitution of (7) into the functional (5), varia
tion with respect to k, and use of the expression 
obtained by Pekar2 for the polaron functional Jp 
lead to 

Q = JbP __ 1_ R1 [( "..L ) (I -'-52) 
2J p - (n'c)' (1 + S2) 3 (R1 + SR2) u12 U" 1 1/J 

- n2c (u1 --;-112 -~4Su 3 -;-252114))2. (8) 

The functions 1/J ( r ) in the integrands of S, Rio and 
ui are the exact electron wave functions 1/J~ ( r) and 
lfJt ( r) of the polaron. 
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The value of the ratio Q = Jbp/2Jp depends on 
R, the distance between the points a and b chosen 
for the approximate 1/J ( r 1, r 2 ). To determine the 
bipolaron energy, Q must be minimized with re
spect to R. Without solving this problem exactly, 
we will show that, at least for n2c = 1, there is 
always a value of R for which Q > 1. For this 
purpose, we expand Q (R) in powers of R. Taking 
R along the z axis for convenience, it is not diffi
cult to show that 

Q = I -'-- _!_ (_!_ R + !5.! __;__ 2nv1 _1_ .2u5) R2 --'-- ( 9) 
1 2 2 1 6R1 ' 3u1 ' u1 1 • • ·' 

where 

R3 = ~(~1Jla} 2 di, 

To go further, it is necessary to compute the co
efficient of R2 in the expansion (9). This can be 
done by choosing the best polaron function found 
by the variational technique 

ljJ (r) = 0,1229 a'/, (I + ar + 0.45I6a2 r2) e-a.r, 

(10) 

in place of the "exact" wave function. The error 
in the polaron energy calculated with the function 
(10) is only a fraction of a per cent. 2 Calculating 
the integrals Ri, ui, and Vi we find 

(iP Q/aR2) R=o = a 2 (0.4105-0.2062) > 0. (11) 

If, instead of (10), we use the wave function 

;:/lz 
\jJ =----== (I + ar) e-a.r, 

V7:t 
(12) 

which gives the polaron energy to 1 - 2 per cent, 
a value of a2Q/<m2 nearly equal to that in (11) is 
found. Other approximations used in the polaron 
theory lead to similar results. Obviously, a small 
variation of 1/J ( r) about the exact value 1/Jo( r) can
not affect substantially the fulfillment of the cri
terion (11); the derivative ( 82Q/8R2 )R=o is essen
tially positive. 

Thus, if n2c = 1, Q (R) has its minimum at 
R = 0 and is equal to unity at this point. For 
R > 0, this ratio, which is underestimated because 
of the use of a variational method with just the one 
approximation parameter k, becomes greater than 
unity; this assures the energetic stability of the 
bipolaron. 

If n2c decreases from unity, the ratio Q (R) 
decrea~es, as is clear from Eq. (8); obviously, 
however, if n2c is large enough it can stay greater 
than unity. 

Substitution of (12) into Eq. (8) for Q ( R) and 
maximization with respect to R allow the values 
of Q and R at the maximum of Q (R) to be de-

termined for arbitrary n2c. The results obtained 
coincide with the results of the semiclassical 
treatment. 1 Bipolaron formation is energetic'a.lly 
favored for 

(13) 

( Qmax = 1. 08 for n2c = 1). More exact results 
can be obtained if the following are taken into 
account: 

a) correlation in the motion of the electrons, 
which introduces into the expression for the ap
proximate function a factor that depends on the 
separation I r 1 - r 2 I of the electrons; 

b) polar states which correspond to an approxi
mating function of the form 
ljJ(r1 , r~) = N {'l(la(I)IjJb(2)+'Pa(2)'\flb(I)+Ya'\fla(l)'\fla(2) 

-'-- rb'\flb (I) 'lJlb (2)}, 

where Ya and 'Yb are variational parameters and 
N is the normalization factor; 

c) mutual deformation of the 1/J-clouds of the 
electrons, as a result of which the polaron func
tion which is originally spherically symmetric 
becomes axially symmetric. 

We have estimated ~J, the reduction in the hi
polaron energy, due to these causes,* using the 
numerical results obtained in solving the analo
gous problem in the theory of F-centers. 7- 10 The 
radius of the electron 1/J-cloud is larger in the hi
polaron than in color centers, and therefore the 
values for the additional binding energy of the hi
polaron are underestimated. Even this underesti
mate is rather significant and amounts to 3 - 5 
per cent of the total bipolaron energy. 

We turn now to the consideration of the inter
action with elastic deformation. In order to find 
the minimum of Jbp(R) and decide whether or 
not the bipolaron occurs, it is necessary to repeat 
with the functional (5) the calculation performed 
in reference 1. Owing to computational difficulties 
the calculation has not been accomplished for ar
bitrary values of n2, c, a, and E; it can be per
formed for a particular crystal with given values 
of these parameters. To obtain an estimate of 
the role of the interaction between the conduction 
electrons and the elastic deformation of the crys
tal, we will again consider the special case n2c 
= 1, R = 0. Using (5) and the results of references 
6 and 11, we obtain 

lbp.f2Jp> Q (0) =I+ B, 

where B, which has been calculated by the author, 11 

is the ratio of the interaction energy of the polaron 

*The results of this calculation will be published separately. 
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with the elastic deformation of the lattice to the 
total polaron energy: 

According to the estimate made by the author, 11 

in a real crystal B can have values up to several 
tenths. B increases with increasing y. Thus, the 
elastic interaction can play a significant role in 
bipolaron formation if, besides a large value of c, 
the crystal also has large values of the param
eters a and J-L and small elastic moduli. 

2. BIPOLARON MOTION 

Up to this point in our treatment, we have not 
considered the possibility of bipolaron motion, 
which can occur because of the translational and 
rotational symmetry of the isotropic crystal. fu 
the solution of this problem, the mathematical 
apparatus developed by Pekar12•13 for treating a 
nucleon moving in a meson field and generalized 
to the case where the normal modes have branches 
with different dispersion laws can be used. 

The minimum value of the potential energy, 
J [1/1 (ri> r 2 )], of the system will be realized in 
every case when the function 

,P =' Y lt . ..,T ~ 'ljJ (r1, r2) 

with arbitrary values of ~. J, and cp is used for 
l/1 ( r 1, r 2 ); here T ~ is the bipolaron translation 
operator for displacement ~. YJ,cp is the bipolaron 
rotation operator, and the angles J and cp give the 
position of the bipolaron symmetry axis in an ar
bitrarily chosen Cartesian coordinate system. The 
order of operation of YJ,cp and T~ on 1/J (r1, r 2 ) 

is not essential, but since these operators do not 
commute, we specifically consider translation 
first and then rotation. Under these conditions, 
the coordinate transformation is 

3 

X~ = ~ QflV (Xv- £v), (14) 
V=l 

where trhe matrix II a II has the form: 

\\ 
cos{} cos !p sin !p -sin 1't cos !p II 

II a II = -cos{} sin !p cos !p sin 1't sin !p . 
sin {} 0 cos{} 

(15) 

We consider the states of the system in which 
the potential energy differs little from its minimum 
value. The polarization P ( r) and the elastic dis
placement u ( r) can be written in the form: 

P (r) = Po (r,~, {}, <p) -+- P' (r), 

u (r) = uo (r, ~. {}, <p) + u' (r), (16) 

where P 0 and U0 belong to the family of solutions 

corresponding to the equilibrium state of the sys
tem and are chosen such that P' and u' can be 
considered as small perturbations in the region 
of space where the wave function of the electrons 
differs from zero. 

fu accordance with the above, the parameters 
~. J, and cp which appear in P 0 and u0 are deter
mined by minimizing the energy of the system, H1, 

as calculated by perturbation theory, for states 
near the equilibrium state. This energy is 

HI = J ['ljJo] + + L Jiwka. [(qkcx- q~cx) 2 - a2/aqt,,\' (17) 

where q~a are the new equilibrium positions of 
the harmonically oscillating ions; they depend on 
the parameters ~. J, cp: 

fu place of the condition for finding the values 
of ~. J, and cp which lead to the best description 
of the states of the system in which the configura
tion is nearly the equilibrium configuration with 
the approximation (16), one can use, according to 
Pekar, 12 the relation 

(18) 

where vi=~i(i=1,2,3), v4 =cp, v5 =J; 

<r'cx(r) = Z]<r'kaXk (r), <r'ka = "~(> 1i qka.. 
k V -ffikcx 

rnO - v·----n qO , '1' ka- -2 - kcx• 
wk, 

The operator wa is equal to w0 for the optical 
modes ( a = 1); for the acoustic modes (a = 2), 
it acts according to Wk2Xk( r) = ( E/ P )117 kxk( r) . 

fu terms of the coordinates qk and q~, (18) 
takes the form 

~ qk'"aq~a. ( ... v; .. . )!av; =, 0. (19) 
k,a. 

We seek the solution of the Schrodinger equa
tion with the Hamiltonian (17) (with the supplemen
tary condition (19)) in the form 

'ljJ = 'ljJ (r1, r2) <I> ( •.. qka. . .. ), 

<I> ( •. . qka ... ) = V ( ... V; ... ) exp {- t L (qka. -~a. )2}. 
o:,k 

(20) 
The variables ~a enter ci> directly and are 

also contained in the vi ( ... qka ... ). We will 
use 8/8*~a to designate differentiation with re
spect to only the qka which do not occur as vari
abies in the vi. Then 

~ = ~ + 2] ~ .5_ _a_2_ + 2] .5_ (~ ~) ~ 
aq2 a* q2 .. aqka aqkcx dv ;CJvl. . . aqka. a vi. aqka. av i 

ka. ka. l,J l,f 

(21) 
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The derivatives avi /B<lka occurring in (21) can be 
calculated from the conditions (18) and (19). By 
varying <lka arbitrarily, i.e., by arbitrary varia
tion of cpa ( r ) , we obtain 

- 2Jdvi 2J ~ o'cp~ ~cp"d-r = 2J~ ow~r~ocp"d-r = ~ 2J oqka.dqka.· 
j a. oviovj " ovi 2 a.,k iJvi (22) 

By using the fact that, due to the choice of ~, J., 
and cp, CfJa differs little from cp~, replacing CfJa 
by cp~ in (22), and introducing the notation 

R<~) = 'V 1 orr~ affi~cr~ d-r 
lj k..JJ--- ' 

" ovi ovj 

we represent Eq. (22) in the form 

2J R}Jlovjloqka. = + 1ioq~"!ov,. 
j 

The solution of this system of linear equations 
gives the desired values of the derivatives 
Bvi /B<lka· 

Substitution of the above relations into the 
Hamiltonian (17) leads to 

{ 
1 li o<2) + p(2) 

H 1<D c= J ['I)Jol + 2J 21iw"k- 2 0(1) + p<tl 

a., k 

o<2J R(2) } 
-1i o<tl- 1i R(l) + ::JC ( {}, cp) <D, 

1 { 3 ()2 
:JC(ll',cp)=-z AL'1~+ 2J Aiia~a~. 

i, j=l l 1 

( o' a 1 a2 )} + A5 ,iJ{F + ctg {} (){} + sin2 {} iJrp2 ' 

where 

Ji2 0(2) 
A=--2 0(1)2' 

ai3, aj 3 are components of the matrix (15) 

(ll) ~ \ o'cp~ (r) 'n 0 
0 = - LJ.) ox' Wa.(jJa. (r) dT, 

'o'cpo (r) ' 
O(n) --'- p<n) = _ 'VI -"-w"m0 (r) dT 

I .L..J.) az2 rll<l ' 

(23)* 

By setting V ( ... Vi ... ) = exp (if·~) F (J., cp ), 
we obtain the equation for F: 

{ 1 [ o' a 1 o' J 
- 2A5 o-&' + ctg {}a-&+ sin2 {} iJrp2 

(24) 
i, i~l 

For sufficiently small f, the last term in (24) 
can be treated as a perturbation. Then, in the 
zeroth approximation 

F (ll', cp) = eimqop\rn 1 (cos{}), W0 = i-A 5 l (l +I) +4-Af2, 
-..,.....,._m_~--,-__.co, ±I, ±2 ... ; l ~ 0, I, 2, ... , (25) 

*ctg =cot. 

P tm I is the associated Legendre function. The 
matrix element of the perturbation is 

Ji2 { 0(2) + p(2) 0(2) } 
W'={-_Bf2<cos2 o), B=- ---

2 [0(1) + p(l)l' 0(1)2 ' 

(cos2 o) = ~ COS2 0 IF (ll', If) [2 dts, ,; (26) 

where o is the angle between the direction of the 
translational motion of the bipolaron and its sym
metry axis. 

The quantity W1 =%(A+ B (cos2 o )) f2 is the 
translational kinetic energy of the bipolaron, and 
M = n2 I (A + B ( cos2 o)) is its effective phonon-
field mass; the latter, as is evident from formulas 
(25) and (26), depends on the rotational quantum 
numbers, l and m. For example, for a non-rotat
ing bipolaron (Z,m = O) we have Mo,o = n2/(A +%B); 
for l = 1, m = 0, we have M1, 0 = n2/(A +%B), etc. 

The quantity W 2 = % A5Z ( l + 1 ) is the rotational 
energy of the bipolaron; I= n2/ A5 is the phonon
field moment of inertia. The total energy of the 
moving (translating and rotating) bipolaron is 

;; o<z) + p(2) 0 (2) R<2l 

Hl = J ['\)Jo]- 2 0(1) + p(l) -1i 0(1) -1i R<tl 

. n2f' li'l u + Jl 
-, 2M 1• 111 --:- 2:;'-

The criterion for the existence of bipolarons takes 
the form 

Q ~ H1 (f, t, m = 0)/2Hp 

J min [1jJ(r1 , r2) ]-li0<2>;o(l) -n(0(2 l.+P<2J)/2 (O(Il.Lp(I))- liRW! R< 1 l ~ 1 
= 2 {(J . [ljJ]) - 3110(2)/20(!)} ? . 

mill p p p (27) 

The subscript "p" indicates that the correspond
ing quantity refers to polarons, not bipolarons. 

The remainder of the calculation amounts to 
just the computation of the integrals o<n)' p(n)' 
and R(n) which appear in the expressions for the 
bipolaron energy, effective mass, and moment of 
inertia. 

This problem doeS not involve any difficulties 
of principle, but in many cases involves cumber
some computations. If only the optical modes 
( a = 1) are considered and the frequency disper
sion is neglected, then the criterion for bipolaron 
existence (27) can be written 

J min [ljl (rr, rz)]- 511Ulo 1 2 .___ Q = --- -- ------- > 1 
2 (Jmin [ljJ (r)])p- 61iwo .---- ' 

where w0 is the limiting frequency. 
This criterion is somewhat stricter than that 

given above inEq. (13). The reason for the differ
ence is that the equivalence mentioned in Sec. 1 
of this paper between the adiabatic approximation 
and the variational method with multiplicative 
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wave functions holds for systems which do not 
have translational symmetry. If the latter is 
present, then the treatment of the present section 
is more rigorous and does not give complete 
equivalence. 

However, for the values of the frequency w0 

usually encountered in ionic crystals, the differ
ence of Y2 nw0 between the bipolaron energies of 
this section and of Sec. 1 is not very significant. 
The bipolaron energy decrement, l:.J, mentioned 
in the remarks following Eq. (13), is related to 
Y2 nw0 by (according to the estimate) 

i t1.J I"?J:: 1/2 nwo. 

Such a quantitative change in the bipolaron exist
ence criterion does not change in principle the 
conclusion that bipolarons can exist. 

The values of the bipolaron effective mass and 
moment of inertia can be calculated in the same 
approximation with the aid of the integrals 

0 1") ~~- 2e2cW~-2 ~ -~-'ljl2 (rl, r2) a2,'\jl2 (r3, r4) dT1234 
.) ,13 ax~ 

= -e2cw~-2 (1 +52)-2 ((aaaa) +<aabb) 

+25 ((aaab) -;-(abaa)) +252 (abab)], 

30(n) + p<n) = 8:rtee2w~-2 ~'ljl2 (r1, r2) 'ljl2 (r1, ra) d'f123 

= 4:rtce2w~-2 (1 +52)-2 lv1 +(1 -+-252) V2 -+-45val, 

where 

~ 1 a2 
(klmn) = '¢k (rl) 'IJlt (ri) - 2'1Jlm (rz) 'Pn (rz) dTJz· 

rlo ax2 
The two-point integrals (klmn), v2, v3 and S can 
be reduced to linear combinations of the overlap 
integrals tabulated by Kopineck. 15 

By using the limiting values of the integrals 
o<n) and p(n)' it is easy to find, in particular' 
the limiting value of the ratio of the effective 
masses of the bipolaron and polaron: 

Mo.o/Mp--. 4 (R ___. 0), 

3. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained above show that the cur
rent carriers can be bipolarons in ionic crystals 
with sufficiently high values of the parameters 

2 E-1 d ("' )-1 n , c, J.l., a, , an uw0 • 

The conclusion does not contradict the asser
tion that bipolarons cannot exist which is contained 
in Pekar's monograph, 2 since only the special case 
R = 0, a = 0 is considered there. 

The case c = 0, a=· 0 corresponds to the 
"doublon" state considered by Vol'kenshte1n and 
Bonch-Bruevich. 14 The doublon energy level, how
ever, is located above the bottom of the conduction 
band. Due to the presence of lattice polarization 
and elastic deformation, the paired states of the 

current carriers are appropriate to the ground 
state of the system. This circumstance can lead 
to a large number of experimentally verifiable 
effects, for example, superconductivity, and also 
sharp changes in magnetic, optical, and other 
properties of the crystal around the temperature 
at which the ratio of the equilibrium concentra
tions of bipolarons and polarons- which are ex
cited states of the current carriers -goes through 
unity. 

It is possible that taking into account exchange 
forces due to interaction of the quasiparticles with 
the phonon field could lead to the appearance of 
quasimolecules in other cases (for example, bi
excitons ) . This problem may also be of interest 
in many-body theory other than that used in solid 
state problems, for example, in the treatment of 
nucleons interacting with the meson field. 
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